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(57) ABSTRACT 
An optical recording medium including a recording layer 
Which includes a reversible phase-change recording mate 
rial, the recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and reWrit 
ing Written information by utilizing the reversible phase 
change of the phase-change recording material, Wherein 
When a recording mark formed in the recording layer is 
repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous Wave laser 
beam having such an intensity Pr that satis?es the condition 
of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is orepeat/o1 as de?ned in the 
speci?cation, the optical recording medium satis?es a rela 
tionship of d1>dOW as de?ned in the speci?cation. The 
phase-change recording material, a method of producing the 
optical recording medium, and a method of Writing infor 
mation in the optical recording medium, reading Written 
information therefrom and reWriting Written information 
therein are proposed. 
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OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIUM, RECORDING 
MATERIAL, METHOD OF PRODUCING OPTICAL 

RECORDING MEDIUM, AND OPTICAL 
RECORDING, READING AND REWRITING 

METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to an optical record 
ing medium comprising a recording layer Which is capable 
of Writing information therein, reading Written information 
therefrom, and reWriting Written information therein. The 
present invention also relates to a recording material for use 
in the recording layer of the optical recording medium. 

[0003] The present invention also relates to a method of 
producing the optical recording medium. 

[0004] The present invention also relates to a method of 
Writing information in the optical recording medium, read 
ing Written information therefrom, and reWriting Written 
information therein. 

[0005] 2. Discussion of Background 

[0006] As an optical recording medium capable of Writing 
information therein, reading Written information therefrom, 
and reWriting Written information therein, With a light beam 
irradiation, there is Well knoWn a phase-change optical 
recording medium, Which utiliZes the reversible phase 
changes betWeen a crystalline phase and an amorphous 
phase thereof. 

[0007] The inventors of the present invention have studied 
phase-change optical recording media, in Which an Sb—Te 
recording material and an Ag—In—Sb—Te recording mate 
rial are used, and have discovered that the phase-change 
optical recording media using these recording materials have 
eXcellent characteristics, for eXample, in terms of C/N, 
erasing ratio, sensitivity, jittering, preservation stability, 
repeated Writing and reading stability (hereinafter referred to 
as reading optical stability). 

[0008] Attention has been paid to the recent trend that the 
optical recording media are being developed into DVD 
media. In comparison With conventional CD media, the 
DVD media have a larger capacity, so that it is required that 
the response or correspondence to recording linear velocity 
(hereinafter referred to as the correspondence to recording 
linear velocity) be higher and that the beam spot on a drive 
side be small. 

[0009] As the conventionally proposed Sb—Te recording 
material and Ag—In—Sb—Te recording material, there 
have been employed materials With such a composition that 
can secure the preservation stability and the reading optical 
stability. 
[0010] When attention is paid to Sb and Te of the con 
stituent elements of the above-mentioned recording materi 
als, the compositions in the shade area in the graph in FIG. 
1 are used in the conventional CD media, in Which graph the 
composition data are plotted With the recording linear veloc 
ity and the preservation stability (both With an arbitrary unit) 
as ordinate and Sb/(Sb+Te) as abscissa. 

[0011] Such media have the problems that When the 
recording linear velocity is increased, the preservation sta 
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bility and the reading optical stability deteriorate, and that 
When recording density is increased by reducing the siZe of 
the beam spot on the side of the drive, a suf?cient sensitivity 
for use in practice cannot be obtained. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] It is therefore a ?rst object of the present invention 
to provide an optical recording medium from Which the 
conventional problems in the prior art are eliminated, Which 
has higher correspondence to the recording linear velocity in 
comparison With that of the conventional optical recording 
media, and excellent preservation stability and reading opti 
cal stability, and can be suf?ciently used as DVD media. 

[0013] A second object of the present invention is to 
provide a recording material for use in the above-mentioned 
optical recording medium of the present invention. 

[0014] A third object of the present invention is to provide 
a method of producing the above-mentioned optical record 
ing medium of the present invention. 

[0015] A fourth object of the present invention is to 
provide a method of Writing information, reading Written 
information, and reWriting Written information in the above 
mentioned optical recording medium of the present inven 
tion. 

[0016] The ?rst object of the present invention can be 
achieved by an optical recording medium comprising a 
recording layer Which comprises a phase-change recording 
material Which is capable of performing a reversible phase 
change from a crystalline phase to an amorphous phase and 
vice versa by light irradiation of the phase-change recording 
material, 

[0017] the recording layer being capable of Writing 
information therein, reading Written information 
therefrom, and reWriting Written information by uti 
liZing the reversible phase change of the phase 
change recording material, 

[0018] Wherein When a recording mark formed in the 
recording layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using 
a continuous Wave laser beam having such an inten 
sity Pr that satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in 
Which R is the ratio of a 5000th repeated reading 
jitterotepem of a recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 
01 of the recording mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and 
a jitter increasing ratio of the 5000th repeated read 
ing jitter (Impeat to the 1st reading jitter o1 is d 
(=orepeat/o1), the optical recording medium satis?es 
a relationship of d1>dOW, in Which d1 is the jitter 
increasing ratio of an initial Writing mark, and dOW is 
a jitter increasing ratio of a 1000-times reWritten 
recording mark. 

[0019] The inventors have researched into relationship 
betWeen d1 Which is the jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW Which is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark in conventional optical 
recording media, When a recording mark formed in a record 
ing layer of a conventional optical recording medium is 
repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous Wave laser 
beam having such an intensity Pr that satis?es the condition 
of 1.1§R§2.0, in Which R is the ratio of a 5000th repeated 
reading jitter o t of the recording mark to a 1st reading repea 
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jitter 01 of the recording mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and 
a jitter increasing ratio of the 5000th repeated reading 
jitterompem to the 1st reading jitter o1 is d (=orepeat/o1). As a 
result, it Was discovered and con?rmed that in the conven 
tional optical recording media, dOW>d1, and this causes the 
shortcoming of the conventional optical recording media 
that When the recording linear velocity is increased, the 
preservation stability and the reading optical stability dete 
riorate. 

[0020] The inventors of the present invention have dis 
covered a recording material for use in the optical recording 
medium that makes dOW smaller than d1, that is, d1>dOW, in 
the optical recording medium as a result of their studies on 
the elements to be added to the recording layer, the funda 
mental structure of the phase of the recording material, the 
composition of the recording material, and the method of 
producing the recording layer. 

[0021] The above-mentioned optical recording medium of 
the present invention has high correspondence to the record 
ing linear velocity, and excellent reading optical stability and 
preservation stability. 

[0022] Furthermore, since the recording material in the 
recording layer is a phase-change recording material Which 
is capable of performing a reversible phase change from a 
crystalline phase to an amorphous phase and vice versa by 
light irradiation of the phase-change recording material, so 
that Writing information in the recording layer, reading 
Written information from the recording layer, and reWriting 
Written information in the recording layer can be reversibly 
performed. 

[0023] In the above-mentioned optical recording medium, 
it is preferable that the phase-change recording material 
comprise a pseudo binary composition, Which has an NaCl 
type crystal structure in the crystalline phase, Wherein the 
pseudo binary composition is represented by Sb—TeM, 
comprising tWo portions, one portion being represented by 
Sb, and the other portion being represented by TeM, in 
Which M represents a metal compound comprising at least 
Sb or Ge, provided that When TeM is Sb2Te3, the pseudo 
binary composition is a pseudo binary eutectic composition, 
and that at least one of the portions represented by TeM 
comprises Sb, and at least one of the other portions repre 
sented by TeM comprises Ge. 

[0024] Furthermore, in the above optical recording 
medium, it is preferable that the total content ratio A of Sb 
and Te in terms of atomic ratio contained in the pseudo 
binary composition of the phase-change recording material 
be in a range of 0.80§A§0.97. 

[0025] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in the pseudo binary eutectic composition of 
the phase-change recording material satisfy a relationship of 
0.65 E Sb/(Sb+Te) § 0.85. 

[0026] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in the pseudo binary composition of the 
phase-change recording material be in a range of 
0.01§B§0.07. 

[0027] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the pseudo binary composition of the phase 
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change recording material further comprise as an additional 
element at least one element selected from the group con 
sisting of Ag, In and Bi. 

[0028] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the pseudo binary composition of the phase 
change recording material comprise Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In 
in the respective ranges of atomic ratio of: 

[0029] Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

[0030] Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

[0031] Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

[0032] Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

[0033] In: 0.02 to 0.09. 

[0034] The second object of the present invention can be 
achieved by the same phase-change recording material as 
described above. 

[0035] The third object of the present invention can be 
achieved by a method of producing the above-mentioned 
optical recording medium, comprising the step of forming 
the recording layer by performing sputtering, using a target, 
With a sputtering poWer of 0.1 kW to 1.5 kW, the target being 
prepared by fusing and miXing a composition composed of 
a plurality of elements With a predetermined composition, 
crushing the composition to prepare a pulveriZed composi 
tion, and sintering said pulveriZed composition. 

[0036] The third object of the present invention can also 
be achieved by a method of producing the above-mentioned 
optical recording medium, comprising the step of forming 
the recording layer by performing sputtering, using the same 
target as mentioned above, With a sputtering pressure of 0.8 
mTorr to 9 mTorr. 

[0037] The third object of the present invention can also 
be achieved by a method of producing the above-mentioned 
optical recording medium, comprising the step of forming 
the recording layer by performing sputtering, using the same 
target as mentioned above, in a sputtering chamber With the 
pressure in the sputtering chamber being set at a vacuum 
degree of 9x10‘7 Torr or less immediately before the record 
ing layer is formed. 

[0038] The fourth object of the present invention can be 
achieved by a method of Writing information, reading Writ 
ten information, and reWriting Written information in the 
above-mentioned optical recording medium With irradiating 
the optical recording medium With a laser beam With a spot 
diameter of 0.05 pm to 2.0 pm. 

[0039] The fourth object of the present invention can also 
be achieved by a method of Writing information, reading 
Written information, and reWriting Written information in the 
above-mentioned optical recording medium With irradiating 
the optical recording medium With a linear recording speed 
of 1.2 m/s to 25 m/s, preferably With a linear recording speed 
of 3.5 m/s to 18 m/s. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0040] Amore complete appreciation of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof Will be readily 
obtained as the same becomes better understood by refer 
ence to the folloWing detailed description When considered 
in connection With the accompanying draWings, Wherein: 
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[0041] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the relationship 
between the atomic ratio of Sb/(Sb+Te) and the recording 
linear velocity and preservation stability. 

[0042] FIG. 2 is a diagram shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the light intensity for 
reading and reading jitter characteristics. 

[0043] FIG. 3 shoWs the results of an analysis by XRD of 
the crystal structure of each of recording materials at the 
initial crystalliZation thereof, Which is used in the recording 
layer of the optical recording medium of the present inven 
tion. 

[0044] FIGS. 4A and 4B are comparative diagrams indi 
cating that the addition of Ge to the recording material 
signi?cantly improves the preservation stability of the opti 
cal recording medium. 

[0045] FIGS. 5 to 8 are graphs indicating the bonding state 
of the recording materials comprising Sb and Te When 
additional elements are added thereto, analyZed by an XAFS 
analysis, using synchrotron radiation. 

[0046] FIG. 9 is a graph shoWing the relationship betWeen 
the number of readings and the jitter characteristics of an 
optical recording disk in Example 1. 

[0047] FIG. 10 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Example 2. 

[0048] FIG. 11 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Example 3. 

[0049] FIG. 12 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Example 4. 

[0050] FIG. 13 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Example 5. 

[0051] FIG. 14 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Comparative Example 1. 

[0052] FIG. 15 is a graph shoWing the relationship 
betWeen the number of readings and the jitter characteristics 
of an optical recording disk in Comparative Example 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0053] The optical recording medium of the present inven 
tion comprises a recording layer comprising a phase-change 
recording material Which is capable of performing a revers 
ible phase change from a crystalline phase to an amorphous 
phase and vice versa by light irradiation of the phase-change 
recording material, 

[0054] the recording layer being capable of Writing 
information therein, reading Written information 
therefrom, and reWriting Written information by uti 
liZing the reversible phase change of the phase 
change recording material, 

[0055] Wherein When a recording mark formed in the 
recording layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using 
a continuous Wave laser beam having such an inten 
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sity Pr that satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in 
Which R is the ratio of a 5000th repeated reading 
jitter (Impeat of a recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 
01 of the recording mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and 
a jitter increasing ratio of the 5000th repeated read 
ing jitter (Impeat to the 1st reading jitter o1 is d 
(=orepeat/o1), the optical recording medium satis?es 
a relationship of d1>dOW, in Which d1 is the jitter 
increasing ratio of an initial Writing mark, and dOW is 
a jitter increasing ratio of a 1000-times reWritten 
recording mark. 

[0056] In the mark length modulation system in the 
present invention, the term “jitter” is de?ned by a value of 
o/TW, Wherein o is a standard deviation of the leading and 
trailing edges of a recording mark With reference to clock 
signals, and TW is a detection WindoW Width of the clock 
signals. 
[0057] FIG. 2 shoWs the relationship betWeen the reading 
light intensity and reading jitter characteristics and the 
number of readings. In the ?gure, o r denotes the reading 
jitter from the 2nd reading on. 

[0058] In the above-mentioned optical recording medium 
of the present invention, the continuous Wave laser beam 
having such an intensity Pr that satis?es the condition of 
1.1 §R§2.0, Wherein R=oIepeat/o1, has an intensity Which is 
about 1.1 to 2 times greater than that of a continuous Wave 
laser beam used in the conventional drives. The use of this 
continuous Wave laser beam is intended to subject the 
recording mark to forced and accelerated deterioration. In 
other Words, in the conventional drives, for instance, When 
a laser beam is used for irradiation, the irradiation is carried 
out With a poWer of 0.3 mW to 0.8 mW, While in the 
measurement for the present invention, the irradiation is 
carried out With a poWer of 0.7 mW to 1.5 mW. In this case, 
the recording mark is formed With a conventional recording 
poWer of about 8 mW to 20 mW. The recording linear 
velocity is in the range of about 3.5 m/s to about 8.5 m/s. The 
light spot diameter is about 0.8 pm to 1.0 pm. 

[0059] Studies made by the inventors of the present inven 
tion indicated that the optical recording media, in Which 
dOW>d1, have the shortcoming that When the recording linear 
velocity is increased, the preservation stability and the 
reading optical stability deteriorate, and in contrast to this, 
When the optical recording media in Which a recording 
material With dOW<d1 is used exhibit excellent correspon 
dence to recording linear velocity, reading optical stability 
and preservation stability. 

[0060] As mentioned above, the optical recording medium 
of the present invention satis?es the relationship of d1>dOW, 
in Which d1 is the jitter increasing ratio of an initial Writing 
mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 1000-times 
reWritten recording mark, When reading is performed under 
the above-mentioned conditions. 

[0061] The optical recording medium Which satis?es the 
above-mentioned conditions has excellent correspondence 
to recording linear velocity, reading optical stability and 
preservation stability and can be suf?ciently used for DVD 
RW. 

[0062] As mentioned above, the recording layer of the 
optical recording medium of the present invention comprises 
a phase-change recording material Which is capable of 
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performing a reversible phase change from a crystalline 
phase to an amorphous phase and vice versa by light 
irradiation of the phase-change recording material. 

[0063] The phase-change recording material may com 
prise a pseudo binary composition, Which has an NaCl-type 
crystal structure in the crystalline phase, Wherein the pseudo 
binary composition is represented by Sb—TeM, comprising 
tWo portions, one portion being represented by Sb, and the 
other portion being represented by TeM, in Which M repre 
sents a metal compound comprising at least Sb or Ge, 
provided that When TeM is Sb2Te3, the pseudo binary 
composition is a pseudo binary eutectic composition, and 
that at least one of the portions represented by TeM com 
prises Sb, and at least one of the other portions represented 
by TeM comprises Ge. 

[0064] The above-mentioned pseudo binary composition 
and the NaCl-type crystal structure in the crystalline phase 
can be identi?ed by an XRD (X-ray diffraction) analysis and 
an XAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) 
analysis. 

[0065] FIG. 3 shoWs the data of the crystalline structures 
of recording materials, SbTe, AgInSbTe, and AgGeInSbTe, 
at the initial crystalliZation thereof for use in the recording 
layer of the optical recording medium of the present inven 
tion, obtained by XRD. The data indicated that each of these 
materials can be indeXed as having the NaCl-type crystal 
structure. 

[0066] In the above optical recording medium, it is pref 
erable that the total content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of 
atomic ratio contained in the pseudo binary composition of 
the phase-change recording material be in a range of 
0802A; 0.97 from the vieWpoints of the recording linear 
velocity and the reading optical stability. 

[0067] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in the pseudo binary eutectic composition of 
the phase-change recording material satisfy a relationship of 
0.65 §Sb/(Sb+Te)§0.85 from the same vieWpoints as men 
tioned above. The tendency shoWn in FIG. 1 is considered 
to support this. 

[0068] In the above optical recording medium, it is also 
preferable that the content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in the pseudo binary composition of the 
phase-change recording material be in a range of 0.01 
§B§0.07, more preferably 0.01 §B§0.05. The thus added 
Ge serves to hinder the reduction of the preservation stabil 
ity When the correspondence to the recording linear velocity 
is further improved in the above-mentioned relationship of 
the composition of Sb and Te. 

[0069] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B respectively compare the 
jitter characteristics When Ge Was not added, and the jitter 
characteristics When Ge Was added, namely FIG. 4A is for 
Ag2_5II13_0XSb71_5T623_O, and FIG. 4B is for 
Ago.5In3.0Sb71.5Te23.0Ge2.0~ 

[0070] For the comparison of the jitter characteristics, tWo 
sample optical recording media Were fabricated by sputter 
ing on a disk-shaped substrate made of polycarbonate With 
a diameter of 120 mm and a thickness of 0.6 mm the 
folloWing layered structure composed of (a) an underocat 
layer composed of Zn.SiO2 With a thickness of 100 nm, (b) 
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a recording layer composed of any of the above-mentioned 
recording materials (Ag2_5II13_OXSb71_5T623_0 or 
Ag0_5In3_OSb71_5Te23_OGe2_O With a thickness of 20 nm formed 
on the ?rst protective layer, (c) a protective layer composed 
of Zn.SiO2 With a thickness of 20 nm formed on the 
recording layer, and (d) a re?ection layer made of A1 with a 
thickness of 140 nm formed on the protective layer. 

[0071] The thus fabricated tWo optical recording media 
Were preserved at 80° C., 85% RH, and the jitter character 
istics thereof Were then measured by Writing a recording 
mark and reWriting the recording mark. 

[0072] The results of the measurement of the jitter char 
acteristics are shoWn in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B. In the graphs 
in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, the number for each curve denotes 
the number of reWriting, provided that the number 1 indi 
cates Writing of the recording mark one time. 

[0073] The results of the measurement of the jitter char 
acteristics shoWn in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B indicate that there 
is a tendency that the preservation stability is signi?cantly 
improved by the addition of Ge to the recording material. 

[0074] It is preferable that a recording material comprising 
Sb, Te and Ge for use in the recording layer have the 
folloWing composition of Sb, Te and Ge in terms of atomic 
ratio thereof: 

[0075] Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, more preferably 0.63 to 0.75, 
further more preferably 0.65 to 0.75, 

[0076] Te: 0.15 to 0.30, more preferably 0.20 to 0.25, 

[0077] Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, more preferably 0.02 to 0.05. 

[0078] When the content of Sb is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, an optical recording disk With 
high recording liner velocity tends to become dif?cult to 
obtain, While When the content of Sb is greater than the 
above-mentioned broadest range, an optical recording disk 
With high preservation stability tends to become dif?cult to 
obtain. 

[0079] When the content of Te is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the preservation stability and the 
reWriting characteristics tend to deteriorate, While When the 
content of Te is greater than the above-mentioned broadest 
range, the optical recording disk tends to become unsuitable 
for recording With high linear velocity. 

[0080] When the content of Ge is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the preservation stability tends to 
deteriorate, While When the content of Ge is greater than the 
above-mentioned broadest range, the optical recording disk 
tends to become unsuitable for recording With high linear 
velocity. 

[0081] In the optical recording medium of the present 
invention, the pseudo binary composition of the phase 
change recording material may further comprise as an 
additional element at least one element selected from the 
group consisting of Ag, In and Bi, in order to improve the 
characteristics of the optical recording medium such as the 
modulation degree of the recording marks. When the above 
mentioned additional element is added to the phase-change 
recording material, it is preferable that the atomic ratio 
thereof be in the range of about 0.01 to 0.09. 
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[0082] FIGS. 5 to 8 show the results of the analysis of 
recording materials including the above-mentioned addi 
tional elements With respect to the bonding state thereof by 
an Sb—K—Edge XAFS analysis using synchrotron radia 
tion. The results of the analysis indicate that the additional 
elements are bonded to Te. 

[0083] In the above-mentioned optical recording medium 
of the present invention, it is preferable that the pseudo 
binary composition of the phase-change recording material 
comprise Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In in the respective ranges of 
atomic ratio of: 

[0084] Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, more preferably 0.63 to 0.75, 
furthermore preferably 0.65 to 0.75, 

[0085] Te: 0.15 to 0.30,. more preferably 0.20 to 0.25, 

[0086] Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, more preferably 0.02 to 0.05, 

[0087] Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, more preferably 0.001 to 
0.02, and 

[0088] In: 0.02 to 0.09, more preferably 0.03 to 0.09. 

[0089] When the content of Sb is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the optical recording disk tends 
to become unsuitable for recording With high recording liner 
velocity, While When the content of Sb is greater than the 
above-mentioned broadest range, the preservation stability 
thereof tends to deteriorate. 

[0090] When the content of Te is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the preservation stability tends to 
deteriorate, While When the content of Te is greater than the 
above-mentioned broadest range, recording With high 
recording linear velocity tends to become dif?cult to per 
form, and the reWriting characteristics tend to deteriorate. 

[0091] When the content of Ge is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the preservation stability tends to 
deteriorate, While When the content of Ge is greater than the 
above-mentioned broadest range, the optical recording disk 
tends to become unsuitable for recording With high record 
ing linear velocity. 

[0092] When the content of Ag is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the jitter characteristics and the 
modulation degree tend to deteriorate, While When the 
content of Ag is greater than the above-mentioned broadest 
range, recording With high recording linear velocity tends to 
become dif?cult to perform. 

[0093] When the content of In is smaller than the above 
mentioned broadest range, the modulation degree tends to 
become small, While When the content of In is greater than 
the above-mentioned broadest range, the reading optical 
stability of the optical recording medium tends to deterio 
rate. 

[0094] The optical recording media using the phase 
change recording materials With the above-mentioned com 
positions exhibit extremely excellent C/N ratio, erasing 
ratio, sensitivity, jitter characteristics, correspondence to 
recording linear velocity, reading optical stability, and pres 
ervation stability, and accordingly can be suf?ciently used in 
DVD-RW. 

[0095] The recording layer of the optical recording 
medium of the present invention can be formed by a 
conventional ?lm formation method such as sputtering. 
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When the recording layer Was formed by sputtering in the 
present invention, the sputtering Was conducted by DC 
magnetron sputtering under the conditions that the applied 
poWer Was 0.5 kW, the pressure of Ar gas Was 2 mTorr, and 
the back pressure in a ?lm formation chamber immediately 
before the formation of the recording layer Was 1><10_7 Torr. 

[0096] Under the above-mentioned conditions for the 
sputtering, the sputtering rate for the formation of the 
recording layer Was 1.2 times or more than the sputtering 
rate in the Rf sputtering Which Was adopted previously. 
Thus, in comparison With the Rf sputtering, the DC mag 
netron sputtering is capable of forming the recording layer 
in a shorter time. Furthermore, the DC magnetron sputtering 
is capable of forming the recording layer comprising the 
recording material With the above-mentioned crystal struc 
ture, composition, and characteristics. 

[0097] It is preferable that the recording layer have a 
thickness of 5 nm to 30 nm, more preferably a thickness of 
10 nm to 20 nm. 

[0098] The optical recording medium of the present inven 
tion comprises the above-mentioned recording layer Which 
is provided on a substrate. 

[0099] As the materials for the substrate, glass, ceramics, 
and resins can be employed. Of these materials, resins are 
preferable for forming the substrate. This is because a resin 
substrate is advantageous over other substrates in terms of 
fabrication and cost. Representative examples of the resin 
for forming the substrate are polycarbonate resin, epoxy 
resin, polystyrene resin, acrylonitrile-styrene copolymer 
resin, polyethylene resin, and polymethyl methacrylate 
resin. In vieW of the Workability and optical characteristics, 
polycarbonate resin is the most preferable of the above 
mentioned resins. When a substrate made of polycarbonate 
is used, it is preferable to provide an ultraviolet absorbing 
layer on a light-incident side of the substrate. 

[0100] The substrate can be variously shaped, for 
example, disk-shaped, card-shaped, or sheet-shaped, With an 
arbitrary thickness, such as 1.2 mm, 0.6 mm, and 0.3 mm. 

[0101] In the optical recording medium of the present 
invention, When necessary, there can be provided an under 
coat layer betWeen the substrate and the recording layer, a 
protective layer on the recording layer, and a hard coat layer 
on the protective layer. 

[0102] Furthermore, there can be provided a re?ection 
layer betWeen the protective layer and the hard coat layer. 

[0103] Furthermore, it is preferable that an ultraviolet 
absorbing layer be provided on at least one side of the 
optical recording medium. 

[0104] As the materials for the undercoat layer and the 
protective layer, there can be employed oxides such as SiO, 
SiO2, ZnO, SnO2, A1203, TiO2, In2O3, MgO and ZrO2, 
nitrides such as Si3N4, AlN, TiN, BN and ZrN, sul?des such 
as ZnS, In2S3 and TaS4, carbides such as SiC, TaC, B4C, 
WC, TiC and ZrC, diamond-like carbon, and mixtures 
thereof. 

[0105] The undercoat layer and the protective layer can be 
formed, for instance, by sputtering, ion-plating, vacuum 
deposition, and plasma CVD. 
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[0106] It is preferable that the undercoat layer have a 
thickness of 20 nm to 250 nm, more preferably 40 nm to 250 
nm, furthermore preferably 160 nm to 250 nm. 

[0107] It is preferable that the protective layer have a 
thickness of 5 nm to 150 nm, more preferably 10 nm to 30 
nm. 

[0108] As the materials for the re?ection layer, there can 
be employed metal materials such as Al, Ag and Au, and the 
metal materials to Which additive materials such as Ti, Cr, 
and Si are added. 

[0109] The re?ection layer can be formed, for instance, by 
sputtering, ion-plating, vacuum deposition, and plasma 
CVD. 

[0110] It is preferable that the re?ection layer have a 
thickness of 50 nm to 200 nm, more preferably 80 nm to 150 
nm. 

[0111] It is preferable that the materials for the hard coat 
layer be ultraviolet curing resins such as urethane acrylate, 
acrylate, and mixtures thereof, although the materials there 
for are not limited to such ultraviolet curing resins. 

[0112] It is preferable that the hard coat layer have a 
thickness of about 1 pm to about 50 pm. 

[0113] When information is Written in the optical record 
ing medium of the present invention, and Written informa 
tion is read therefrom, as the light for Writing and reading, 
there can be employed various kinds of light beams other 
than laser beam. It is preferable that the spot diameter of the 
beams be in the range of 0.05 pm to 2 pm, more preferably 
in the range of 0.1 pm to 1.6 pm. 

[0114] It is preferable that the poWer of the Writing light be 
about 8 mW to about 20 mW, and the poWer of the reading 
light be about 0.3 mW to about 1.0 mW. 

[0115] It is preferable that the Writing light and the reading 
light have a Wavelength of 200 nm to 1000 nm, more 
preferably a Wavelength of 400 nm to 800 nm. 

[0116] It is preferable that the recording linear velocity be 
in the range of 1 m/s to 30 m/s, more preferably in the range 
of 1.2 m/s to 18 m/s. 

[0117] Other features of this invention Will become appar 
ent in the course of the folloWing description of exemplary 
embodiments, Which are given for illustration of the inven 
tion and are not intended to be limiting thereof. 

Example 1 

[0118] On a polycarbonate disk-shaped substrate With a 
groove having a track pitch of 0.74 pm and a depth of about 
500 A formed thereon, a recording layer Was formed by use 
of a target With the composition of Sb74_OTe21_OGe5_O as 
shoWn in TABLE 1 by DC magnetron sputtering under the 
folloWing conditions: 

Back pressure: 1 x 10’7 Torr 
Gas used: Ar 
Applied poWer: 0.5 kW 
Gas pressure: 2 mTorr 
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[0119] On the thus formed recording layer, a re?ection 
layer made of AlTi With a thickness of 140 nm Was formed, 
Whereby an optical recording disk No. 1 of the present 
invention Was fabricated. 

Examples 2 to 5 and Comparative Examples 1 and 
2 

[0120] The procedure of the fabrication of the optical 
recording disk No. 1 of the present invention in Example 1 
Was repeated in the same manner as in Example 1 except that 
the target used in Example 1 Was replaced by the respective 
targets With the compositions as shoWn in TABLE 1, 
Whereby optical recording disks No. 2 to No. 5 of the present 
invention, and comparative optical recording disks No. 1 
and No. 2 Were fabricated. 

TABLE 1 

Composition of Target 

Ex. 1 Sb74_oTe21.0Ge5.D 
EX- 2 Sb72.2Te23.sAgo.5In3.oGeo.5 
EX- 3 Sb71.5Te24.oAgo.5In3.oGe1.o 
EX- 4 Sb71.5Te23.oAgo.5In3.oGe2.o 
EX- 5 Sb685Te24.DAgllSIHSDGeZD 
Comp. Ex 1 Sb75_UTeZ5.0 
COII'IP- EX 2 Sb71.5Te23.oAg2.5In3.o 

[0121] Each of the thus fabricated optical recording disks 
No. 1 to No. 5 of the present invention, and the comparative 
optical recording disks No. 1 and No. 2 Were evaluated With 
respect to the preservation stability and the reading optical 
stability, and the comparison of the magnitudes of d1 and dOW 
under the folloWing conditions, provided that all of the 
tested optical recording media had a good sensitivity With a 
modulation degree of 50% or more When recording marks 
Were Written by a laser beam With a predetermined poWer: 

R (= oIepem/ol): 1.2 to 1.5 
Wavelength of laser beam: 660 nm 
Spot diameter of laser beam: 0.9 [urn 
NA of objective: 0.65 
Reading linear velocity: DVD ROM equal velocity (3.5 m/s) 

[0122] Each of the above-mentioned characteristics Was 
evaluated as folloWs: 

[0123] [Preservation Stability] 
[0124] Each optical recording disk With a recording mark 
recorded therein Was preserved at a temperature as high as 
80° C. to 90° C. and a humidity as high as 85% RH, and the 
recording characteristics (jitter characteristics) Were com 
pared before and after the preservation. 

[0125] [Reading Optical Stability] 
[0126] Each optical recording disk Was continuously irra 
diated With a reading light beam With a poWer of about 0.5 
mW to about 1.5 mW, and the changes in the jitter charac 
teristics in the reading Were monitored. 

[0127] [Comparison of the Magnitudes of d1 and dOW] 

[0128] The magnitudes of d1 and dOW, Which are respec 
tively de?ned in the above, Were compared in terms of the 
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jitter characteristics at the 5000th of the repeated readings, 
and With and Without reWritings. 

[0129] The results of the above evaluation are shown in 
TABLE 2 and also in FIG. 9 to FIG. 15. 

TABLE 2 

Reading 
Preservation optical 

d1—dOW stability stability 

Example 1 + Q Q 
Example 2 + Q Q 
Example 3 + Q Q 
Example 4 + Q Q 
Example 5 + Q Q 
Comp. Ex. 1 — X G 
Comp. Ex. 2 — X G 

[0130] In the above TABLE 2, the symbol “0” denotes that 
the characteristics are suitable for use in practice, and the 
symbol “X” denotes that the characteristics are not suitable 
for use in practice. 

[0131] The results shoWn in the above TABLE 2 indicate 
that the optical recording disks of the present invention have 
excellent preservation stability and reading optical stability. 
Furthermore, the optical recording disks of the present 
invention had a correspondence to recording linear velocity 
of 8 m/s to 13.5 m/s, Which Was excellent. This corresponds 
to 2 to 3 times the recording linear velocity of DVD-ROM 
in the same recording density as that of DVD-ROM. 

[0132] Japanese Patent Application No. 2000-099757, 
?led Mar. 31, 2000, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An optical recording medium comprising a recording 

layer Which comprises a phase-change recording material 
Which is capable of performing a reversible phase change 
from a crystalline phase to an amorphous phase and vice 
versa by light irradiation of said phase-change recording 
material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter o to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=Orepeat/O1), 

repeat 

said optical recording medium satis?es a relationship of 
d1>dOW, in Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an 
initial Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio 
of a 1000-times reWritten recording mark. 

2. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein said phase-change recording material comprises a 
pseudo binary composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal 
structure in the crystalline phase, Wherein: 
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said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

3. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein the total content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of 
atomic ratio contained in said pseudo binary composition of 
said phase-change recording material is in a range of 
0.80§A§0.97. 

4. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein the contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary eutectic composition of said 
phase-change recording material satisfy a relationship of 
0.65 §Sb/(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

5. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein the content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material is in a range of 0012B 20.07. 

6. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material further comprises as an additional 
element at least one element selected from the group con 
sisting of Ag, In and Bi. 

7. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 6, 
Wherein said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In 
in the respective ranges of atomic ratio of: 

Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 
8. Aphase-change recording material for use in a record 

ing layer of an optical recording medium, Which phase 
change recording material is capable of performing a revers 
ible phase change from a crystalline phase to an amorphous 
phase and vice versa by light irradiation of said phase 
change recording material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter o to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=orepeat/o1), 

repeat 

said optical recording medium satis?es a relationship of 
d1>d in Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an 
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initial Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio 
of a 1000-times rewritten recording mark. 

9. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 8, Wherein said phase-change recording material com 
prises a pseudo binary composition, Which has an NaCl-type 
crystal structure in the crystalline phase, Wherein: 

said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

10. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein the total content ratio A of Sb and Te in 
terms of atomic ratio contained in said pseudo binary 
composition of said phase-change recording material is in a 
range of 0.80§A§0.97. 

11. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein the contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in said pseudo binary eutectic composition of 
said phase-change recording material satisfy a relationship 
of 0.65§Sb/(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

12. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein the content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic 
ratio contained in said pseudo binary composition of said 
phase-change recording material is in a range of 
0.01§B§0.07. 

13. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 9, Wherein said pseudo binary composition of said 
phase-change recording material further comprises as an 
additional element at least one element selected from the 
group consisting of Ag, In and Bi. 

14. The phase-change recording material as claimed in 
claim 13, Wherein said pseudo binary composition of said 
phase-change recording material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, 
and In in the respective ranges of atomic ratio of: 

Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 
15. A method of producing an optical recording medium 

comprising a recording layer Which comprises a phase 
change recording material Which is capable of performing a 
reversible phase change from a crystalline phase to an 
amorphous phase and vice versa by light irradiation of said 
phase-change recording material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
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ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=oIepeat/o1), said optical 
recording medium satis?es a relationship of d1>dOW, in 
Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark, comprising the 
step of forming said recording layer by performing 
sputtering, using a target, With a sputtering poWer of 0.1 
kW to 1.5 kW, said target being prepared by fusing and 
miXing a composition composed of a plurality of ele 
ments With a predetermined composition, crushing said 
composition to prepare a pulveriZed composition, and 
sintering said pulveriZed composition. 

16. The method as claimed in claim 15, Wherein said 
phase-change recording material comprises a pseudo binary 
composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal structure in the 
crystalline phase, Wherein: 

said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

17. The method as claimed in claim 16, Wherein the total 
content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material is in a range of 0.80§A 20.97. 

18. The optical recording medium as claimed in claim 16, 
Wherein the contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary eutectic composition of said 
phase-change recording material satisfy a relationship of 
0.65§Sb/(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

19. The method as claimed in claim 16, Wherein the 
content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary composition of said phase-change 
recording material is in a range of 0.01§B§0.07. 

20. The method as claimed in claim 16, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material further comprises as an additional element at least 
one element selected from the group consisting of Ag, In and 
Bi. 

21. The method as claimed in claim 20, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In in the respective 
ranges of atomic ratio of: 

Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 
22. A method of producing an optical recording medium 

comprising a recording layer Which comprises a phase 
change recording material Which is capable of performing a 
reversible phase change from a crystalline phase to an 
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amorphous phase and vice versa by light irradiation of said 
phase-change recording material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=oIepeat/o1), said optical 
recording medium satis?es a relationship of d1>dOW in 
Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark, comprising the 
step of forming said recording layer by sputtering, 
using a target, With a sputtering pressure of 0.8 mTorr 
to 9 mTorr, said target being prepared by fusing and 
miXing a composition composed of elements With a 
predetermined composition, crushing said composition 
to prepare a pulveriZed composition, and sintering said 
pulveriZed composition. 

23. The method as claimed in claim 22, Wherein said 
phase-change recording material comprises a pseudo binary 
composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal structure in the 
crystalline phase, Wherein: 

said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

24. The method as claimed in claim 23, Wherein the total 
content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material is in a range of 0802A 20.97. 

25. The method as claimed in claim 23, Wherein the 
contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary eutectic composition of said phase 
change recording material satisfy a relationship of 0.65 éSb/ 
(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

26. The method as claimed in claim 23, Wherein the 
content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary composition of said phase-change 
recording material is in a range of 0.01§B§0.07. 

27. The method as claimed in claim 23, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material further comprises as an additional element at least 
one element selected from the group consisting of Ag, In and 
Bi. 

28. The method as claimed in claim 27, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In in the respective 
ranges of atomic ratio of: 
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Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 

29. A method of producing an optical recording medium 
comprising a recording layer Which comprises a phase 
change recording material Which is capable of performing a 
reversible phase change from a crystalline phase to an 
amorphous phase and vice versa by light irradiation of said 
phase-change recording material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitters repeat to 
said 1st reading jitter o1 is d (=orepeat/o1), said optical 
recording medium satis?es a relationship of d1>dOW, in 
Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark, comprising the 
step of forming said recording layer by performing 
sputtering, using a target, in a sputtering chamber With 
the pressure in said sputtering chamber being set at a 
vacuum degree of 9x10“7 Torr or less immediately 
before said recording layer is formed, said target being 
prepared by fusing and miXing a composition com 
posed of a plurality of elements With a predetermined 
composition, crushing said composition to prepare a 
pulveriZed composition, and sintering said pulveriZed 
composition. 

30. The method as claimed in claim 29, Wherein said 
phase-change recording material comprises a pseudo binary 
composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal structure in the 
crystalline phase, Wherein: 

said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

31. The method as claimed in claim 30, Wherein the total 
content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material is in a range of 0802A 20.97. 

32. The method as claimed in claim 30, Wherein the 
contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
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said pseudo binary eutectic composition of said phase 
change recording material satisfy a relationship of 0.65 éSb/ 
(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

33. The method as claimed in claim 30, Wherein the 
content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary composition of said phase-change 
recording material is in a range of 0.01§B§0.07. 

34. The method as claimed in claim 30, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material further comprises as an additional element at least 
one element selected from the group consisting of Ag, In and 
Bi. 

35. The method as claimed in claim 34, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In in the respective 
ranges of atomic ratio of: 

Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 

36. A method of Writing information, reading Written 
information, and reWriting Written information in an optical 
recording medium With irradiating said optical recording 
medium With a laser beam With a spot diameter of 0.05 pm 
to 2.0 pm, said optical information recording medium com 
prising a recording layer Which comprises a phase-change 
recording material Which is capable of performing a revers 
ible phase change from a crystalline phase to an amorphous 
phase and vice versa by light irradiation of said phase 
change recording material, said recording layer being 
capable of Writing information therein, reading Written 
information therefrom, and reWriting Written information by 
utiliZing said reversible phase change of said phase-change 
recording material, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=oIepeat/o1), said optical 
recording medium satis?es a relationship of d1>dOW, in 
Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark. 

37. The method as claimed in claim 36, Wherein said 
phase-change recording material comprises a pseudo binary 
composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal structure in the 
crystalline phase, Wherein: 

said pseudo binary composition is represented by 
Sb—TeM, comprising tWo portions, one portion being 
represented by Sb, and the other portion being repre 
sented by TeM, in Which M represents a metal com 
pound comprising at least Sb or Ge, provided that When 
TeM is Sb2Te3, said pseudo binary composition is a 
pseudo binary eutectic composition, and that at least 
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one of the portions represented by TeM comprises Sb, 
and at least one of the other portions represented by 
TeM comprises Ge. 

38. The method as claimed in claim 37, Wherein the total 
content ratio A of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio 
contained in said pseudo binary composition of said phase 
change recording material is in a range of 0802A 20.97. 

39. The method as claimed in claim 37, Wherein the 
contents of Sb and Te in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary eutectic composition of said phase 
change recording material satisfy a relationship of 0.65 éSb/ 
(Sb+Te)§0.85. 

40. The method as claimed in claim 37, Wherein the 
content ratio B of Ge in terms of atomic ratio contained in 
said pseudo binary composition of said phase-change 
recording material is in a range of 0.01§B§0.07. 

41. The method as claimed in claim 37, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material further comprises as an additional element at least 
one element selected from the group consisting of Ag, In and 
Bi. 

42. The method as claimed in claim 41, Wherein said 
pseudo binary composition of said phase-change recording 
material comprises Sb, Te, Ge, Ag, and In in the respective 
ranges of atomic ratio of: 

Sb: 0.60 to 0.80, 

Te: 0.15 to 0.30, 

Ge: 0.01 to 0.07, 

Ag: 0.001 to 0.03, and 

In: 0.02 to 0.09. 
43. A method of Writing information, reading Written 

information, and reWriting Written information in an optical 
recording medium With irradiating said optical recording 
medium With a linear recording speed of 1.2 m/s to 25 m/s, 
said optical information recording medium comprising a 
recording layer Which comprises a phase-change recording 
material Which is capable of performing a reversible phase 
change from a crystalline phase to an amorphous phase and 
vice versa by light irradiation of said phase-change record 
ing material, 

said recording layer being capable of Writing information 
therein, reading Written information therefrom, and 
reWriting Written information by utiliZing said revers 
ible phase change of said phase-change recording mate 
rial, 

Wherein When a recording mark formed in said recording 
layer is repeatedly read 5000 times, using a continuous 
Wave laser beam having such an intensity Pr that 
satis?es the condition of 1.1 §R§2.0, in Which R is the 
ratio of a 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat of a 
recording mark to a 1st reading jitter 01 of said record 
ing mark, namely R is orepeat/ol, and a jitter increasing 
ratio of said 5000th repeated reading jitter (Impeat to said 
1st reading jitter o1 is d (=oIepeat/o1), said optical 
recording medium satis?es a relationship of d1>dOW, in 
Which d1 is said jitter increasing ratio of an initial 
Writing mark, and dOW is a jitter increasing ratio of a 
1000-times reWritten recording mark. 

44. The method as claimed in claim 43, Wherein said 
phase-change recording material comprises a pseudo binary 
composition, Which has an NaCl-type crystal structure in the 
crystalline phase, Wherein: 




